Individually weight-adapted examination protocol in retrospectively ECG-gated MSCT of the heart.
The standard protocol in multislice spiral CT (MSCT) angiography for coronary arteries with fixed tube current-time settings leads to an overexposure and thus to an unnecessary high radiation dose in patients with lower weight when compared to heavier patients. The purpose of this study was to estimate the effect of reducing the radiation dose by adapting the tube current-time settings individually. Fifty patients underwent retrospectively ECG-gated MSCT of the heart. In 25 patients (group A1) a standard protocol with constant tube current-time settings was used (4 x 1-mm collimation, 120 kV, 400 mAs(eff)). Subsequently, artificial image noise was added to the data of these patients simulating a directive for weight-adapted tube current-time settings (group A2). In the other 25 patients (group B) an alternative protocol with individually weight-adapted tube current-time settings was applied. The data of all groups were evaluated by a regression analysis. The image quality was assessed objectively by measuring the CT attenuation in standardised regions of interest and subjectively by three radiologists using a five-point scoring system in a consensus reading. Applying the weight-adapted tube current-time settings the effective radiation dose was reduced by 17.9% for men and 26.3% for women. The standard protocol leads to an overexposure in light patients as seen in the plot of noise vs weight (slope 0.16+/-0.07 HU/kg). By applying the weight-adapted tube current-time settings a weight-independent, constant image noise is achieved (slope 0.04+/-0.1 HU/kg). Diagnostic image quality was preserved in all patients. Individually weight-adapted tube current-time settings allow for a substantial dose reduction when performing retrospectively ECG-gated MSCT angiography for coronary arteries without impairment of diagnostic image quality.